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Overview
In the age of sustainability, energy transitions have become the center of attention globally. Based on the informative
examples like in Germany (e.g., Engelken et al., 2016), Austria (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2012) or Switzerland (e.g., Müller
et al., 2011), it is well known that municipalities play a significant role in energy transitions. These studies show that
the motivation and performance of municipal governments are quite essential to realize locally-initiated energy
transitions, and that there are large varieties of objectives and benefits municipalities pursue. Nonetheless, little
empirical literature on this topic exists in Japan, as well as even in European countries (Engelken et al., 2016; Müller
et al., 2011).

Methods
This study conducted an original nationwide questionnaire survey of all of the 1,741 municipalities in Japan in 2014.
There were responses from 1,372 municipalities, for a response rate of 78.8%. The study specifies the characteristics
of municipalities which encourage renewable energy by means of correspondence analysis. Correspondence analysis
plots two categories which are selected simultaneously by many respondents close to each other. Categories with few
responses appear in the periphery of the scatter plots, while categories with many responses tend to be located around
the origin.

Results
The survey asked if municipalities themselves are encouraging the use of renewables. Over half (744 municipalities)
said “we encourage their use under explicit written guidelines such as ordinances, plans, targets, or new energy
visions.” The study labels such municipalities as “Renewables Encouraging Municipalities”(REMs). Fig. 1 shows
REMs’ reasons for encouraging the use of renewables.
0
(N=744, multiple responses)
invigorate
R will invigorate the local community.
resource-use R will make effective use of idle land and local resources.
employment
R will increase local employment.
population
R will halt local population decrease.
revenue
R offer promise of revenues from property taxes, and other…
impression
R help improve people’s impression of our locality.
tourism
R offer promise of increased inspection tours and tourism.
expertise
R will accumulate expertise and experience for business…
maker
R will attract and foster renewable energy equipment makers.
local-s R will bring about local consumption of locally produced energy .
R offer promise of earnings from Feed-in tariffs.
disaster R make possible a more robust response to disasters and other…
Local government heads show positive leadership.
Local citizens and businesses are positive about R.
Outside businesses actively encourage commercial projects.
Nearby municipalities are actively pursuing R.
The prefecture is actively pursuing R.
climate
R help reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
national-s
R help raise the nation’s energy self-sufficiency rate.
de-nuclear
R help phase out nuclear power.
(Abbreviations used in Fig 2)
Other.

Figure 1 Reasons for encouraging the use of renewables
Note: “R” means “Renewables.”
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The study then performs the correspondence analysis and examines whether there are any tendency of municipalities
regarding the selection of the reasons. In Fig. 2, the category of “climate,” the most selected reason, is located in
peripheral position. This is because there are 101 municipalities which only select the reason of “climate.” And the
reasons of “climate,” “local-s” and “disaster” are closely located, which implies they are likely to be selected
simultaneously. The result can be interpreted that those municipalities which select these reasons have “environmental”
motivation to encourage the use of renewables. Likewise, municipalities which select “de-nuclear” and/or “nationals” have “concern on national energy policy,” as well as municipalities which select other reasons have “socioeconomic” motivation.

Categories: reasons
Respondents: municipalities

Figure 2 Scatter diagram from the correspondence analysis

Conclusions
The result of correspondence analysis clarifies the motivation of REMs as the three types: environmental, socioeconomic, and concern on national energy policy. It also shows social and economic motivation may be weakly
separable. A task for the future is to analyze the factors for proceeding locally-initiated energy transitions in Japan.
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